Tele Radio expands the Panther Industrial
Remote Control System with a new transmitter
especially suited for crane applications
Summary: Tele Radio has updated the Panther industrial remote control system with a PL d rated
robust transmitter.
The new Panther PN-T19-2 transmitter from Tele Radio is compatible with all existing receivers in the
Panther product family. It was initially developed to meet the specific requirements of crane
applications, but fits perfectly in a vast array of situations. Just like any Panther transmitter the PNT19-2 is easy to hold and the robust housing makes it insensitive to shock. It also offers a wide range
of programming options. PN-T19-2 comes with a replaceable battery pack containing 3 x 1,5V
AAA/LR03 batteries, which when needed is very easy to change without using tools. A rechargeable
lithium-ion battery is available as an accessory. Furthermore, the stop function in PN-T19-2 meets
the demands for safety classification PL d category 3.
The PN-T19-2 transmitter is available for order.
Read more on the Tele Radio website.
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Tele Radio develops, manufactures and markets radio control systems for industrial use. The
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"never say no" when it is at all possible to satisfy your needs; our goal is to offer a radio control
system for your specific application.
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